In a permutation sequence built by means of sub permutations, the transitions between successive permutations are subject to a set of n(n -1)/2 rules that naturally group into n -1 matrices with a high degree of regularity. By means of these rules, the sequence can be produced in O(3n!) time and O(n 3 ) space.
To generate all permutations of a given set one can go for (among other things) a minimum of changes from one permutation to the next [1] , [2] , [4] , or lexicographic order, at the cost of having to perform more changes [3] . Here, we go for the latter. A lexicographic order can be established by recursively producing successively larger sub-permutations, starting from the right, as in the following example on six elements. This makes the permuted elements move back and forth according to a set of rules, from one permutation to the next.
Here is one way of producing the sequence: Make a 6  6 matrix M with identical rows = The principle is illustrated in Figure 1 , with four instead of six elements. The method, generalized to n-element sets, is easily implemented but not optimal. It requires more than 5(n -1)n! concatenations, and, since the entire set of sub-permutations must be in place before the final concatenations can be made, the space requirement is nn!. However, the number of permutation rules is only ( 2 ) so if we can find these rules we can get an implementation that runs in O(3n!) time and requires O(n 3 ) space.
Let Pi be the permutation sequence. The transition from for example P12 to P13 above is given by the rule [0, 0, 2, 2, -2, -2] which assigns the following moves to the elements e1, …, e6 in P12: Leave e1 and e2 in place, move e3 and e4 two places to the right and move e5 and e6 two places to the left.
For a 6 elements permutation there are 15 rules. One set of rules brings a new element to the front. Since one of the 6 elements starts at the front there must be 5 such rules that apply to the permutations with indices 5!, 25!, 35!, 45! and 55!, and, except for these rules, for each successive segment of length 5! the rules must be the same. Within the first segment, a set of 4 rules brings a new element to position 2. These apply to indices 4!, 24!, 34! and 44! as well as to the corresponding indices in the subsequent segments of length 5!. Then there is a set of 3 rules that apply to indices 3!, 23!, 33!, and to the corresponding indices in the other length 4! segments, a set of 2 rules that apply to indices 2!, and 22!, in the length 3 segments and finally one rule that apply to index 1 and every other odd index.
We let the index of a rule R be the index of the first permutation to which R applies. It follows from the above reasoning that the permutations to which R applies are evenly spaced, such that for Ri the set of relevant indices is i + j(i + 1)!, for j  0; and (i + 1)! is then the step length of Ri.
All the rules in a set have the same step length. The step length s for one set of rules Sk equals the index of the first rule in the next set, Sk+1, and s is also the distance between the rule indices of Sk+1. For R1 the step length is 2, for R2 and R4 the step length is 6, for R6, R12 and R18 the step length is 24, etc.. 
Complexity
The processing of one permutation involves searching for the pertinent rule and performing the moves. Since the search keys are constantly changed, as explained below, the average search time = ( 2 )/2.
For each number of moves m there are m -1 rules. Each 2-moves-rule applies to n!/2! permutations, each 3-moves-rule applies to n!/3! permutations, etc, and each n-moves-rule apply to n!/n! = 1 permutation. This gives the following number of moves:
12n!/2! + 23n!/3! + 34n!/4! + … + (n -1)nn!/n! = n!(1 + 1 + 1/2 + 1/2! + 1/3! + … + 1/(n -2)!)  3n!, and the total time is about n!(3 + ( 2 )/2).
Implementation
For an actual generation of a permutation sequence we can represent each rule by an object containing the rule R, a permutation index p and a step length s and, to avoid an inordinate amount of rule tracking computation, we place the objects in some searchable structure. Together p and s give all the permutation indices to which R applies. The implementation is written in Racket, a dialect of Scheme.
Permutations by rules
Since lists are immutable in Racket, and we need to update the rule index regularly, we use a vector rather than a list to represent the rule object.
(define (make-rule-object index step rule) (vector index step rule)) (define (get-index rule-object) (vector-ref rule-object 0)) (define (get-step rule-object) (vector-ref rule-object 1)) (define (get-rule rule-object) (vector-ref rule-object 2)) (define (update-index! rule-object) (vector-set! rule-object 0
; The permutation index is the zero'th vector element.
(+ (get-index rule-object)
; Update the current index (get-step rule-object))))
; by adding the step length.
(define (move-elements n elements rule) (let ((perm-vector (make-vector n)))
; Use a temporary vector for the new permutation. ; Return a list with the new permutation.
(define (make-perm-rule q i n) (define moves (cons i ; The row indices fill the first column in the m  q matrix. (-q (* 2 j)))) (enumerate 1 (-q 1)))) ; m  m matrix column indices. † (front-pad-list 0 n moves))
; Fill inn leading zeros ‡
